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 “I can hear the sound of abundance of rain; 

get ready to harvest massively this season. 

Your angels will be mobilized for your massive 

manifestations. There will be massive miracles, 

massive testimonies and massive impacts. It’s 

your massive season. Watch out for your net-

breaking harvest this season. You will be 

massively surprised and you will massively 

surprise others.” 

- Pastor Kay, October 26 2011, 16:50 GMT
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It was late October 2011 when God began to stir 
up my heart concerning the very near future. 
Earlier in the year, I had received a word for the 

ministry that 2012 will be our year of  Much Fruit. 
Excited at God’s intents, I had announced this to our 
congregation and concluded that the theme of  our 
2011 annual convention would be “Much Fruit.” The 
news was welcomed by the members of  the ministry 
all over the world as we anticipated a much fruitful 
2012. 

Then God stepped in again. 

This time around late October, God seemed to have 
come to expand and explode our thoughts on Much 
Fruits by introducing the adjective “Massive.” In the 
prophecy which God used to birth this revelation, that 
word rang all through. It’s all massive: the harvest, the 
miracles, manifestations, impacts, testimonies. It is a 
massive season. 

PREFACE
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God was saying, “Don’t expect some common 
increase as much fruits, don’t settle for some cheap 
goals where 2012 and beyond is concerned. Rather, 
expect sheer greatness and breakthrough and the 
word that will define it is massive.” 

Almost every day since then till the time of  writing, 
God has been dealing with me about His great intent 
for this season. A flood of  revelations that fill this 
book, and will overflow into some other volumes 
on this topic later on, has come my way so much 
that I know without a doubt that unprecedented 
breakthroughs lie just ahead by the hand and power 
of  God. 

Is this prophecy just for a selected few? Is it just for 
a time, and when will that time elapse? What are the 
relevant scriptures for this prophecy? These questions 
arose, but as I meditated on this message of  massive 
manifestations, I got amazing answers. God tied 
everything to His person, His love for man, and His 
plan and purpose in this end time. 

“Massive” is like God. Everything that has God’s 
signature tends to be great because He is a great and 
powerful being. 
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Preface

At creation, everything was exceptionally massive and 
impressive (that captures the phrase “very good” in 
Genesis 1:31). The study of  nature till today is still 
mind-blowing. The more discoveries are being made, 
the more astounding are the facts that surround the 
elements that make up the universe by this massive 
thinking God.  

This thought pattern could not be different where 
God’s chief  creation, man, is concerned. God’s love 
for humanity made Him create a massive universe for 
him and offer a massive sacrifice of  His son (Jesus) 
for him. These acts of  love must be because, God ulti-
mately has a massive destiny for every man. This can 
be proven from the Word of  God. It is quite evident 
through different accounts of  manifestations in the 
lives of  many Bible characters that God doesn’t do low 
scale; He does big deals. Every time God appeared to 
a man in the Bible, the vision He gave was usually far 
greater and bigger than what the person could handle 
all by himself. Why? He is not a small God; He is the 
Big One, and He is never ashamed to show Himself  
massively in the lives of  His chosen ones. 

This acceptance leads to an open field of  God’s will 
for this end time and edges us into the fulfilment of  
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prophecies. In these last days, like never before, God 
wants to showcase His glory! 

He wants to cause untold amazement that will daze 
and baffle the minds of  all men. The truth is that the 
earth is made for God’s glory. Men fell short of  that 
glory when Adam sinned in the beginning. Thank 
God that Jesus came to the earth to restore that glory 
by His death and resurrection! The glory now can be 
manifested by everyone in Christ. 

And it will manifest! In these last days, the whole 
universe will experience massive expressions of  God’s 
glory such that will there will be a massive harvest of  
souls and it will bring about the massive appearing 
and second coming of  Jesus Christ.   

That word “massive” is ringing again! And God is 
using it to pass across a message. It’s time for the 
prophecies of  the glorious last days. It’s time for the 
mountain of  the house of  God to be exalted above 
all mountains. It’s time, like never before, for old men 
to have dreams, and young men to receive visions. It’s 
time for the glory of  the latter house to surpass the 
former. In a nutshell, it’s time for massive! 
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Whatever has happened in terms of  glory from the 
Garden of  Eden till now in the lives of  saints of  
old must become child’s play compared to what is 
happening in our days. 

In the midst of  turmoil, lack, confusion and epidemics 
of  this world, all prophesied about as well, there is 
meant to be an avalanche of  manifestation of  God’s 
goodness that will overshadow the manifestations of  
evil around. In these last days, the prophecies that 
depict the glory must outshine the ones that depict 
doom. 

What a generation we are! What a time to live in! 
Without mincing words, what a glorious future ahead 
until the coming of  our Lord Jesus! I believe that is 
what the Lord is conveying to us with this prophetic 
message of  “Massive.” 2012 will be such a year that 
people of  God (that will believe in this prophecy) will 
harvest much fruits in their God-given assignments 
that their barns will not be able to contain. There 
will be supernatural promotions; breakthroughs and 
wealth transfer that will make the world to wonder. 
There will be massive manifestations everywhere. 

Who else is qualified to express and experience such 
wild increase except believers – you and I?  Why? 
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We are a massive set of  people. Everything about our 
being is extraordinary. 

It was a massive price (the blood of  Jesus) that was 
paid for our redemption. It was a massive victory that 
saw the principalities and powers made an open show 
of  shame that led to our freedom from Satan. It is 
the massive name of  Jesus that we call upon; it is the 
name by which we are saved and to which everything 
in heaven, earth and hell bows to. We are a massive 
people of  a massive covenant with a massive God. We 
are a massive bunch meant to produce massive fruits. 

Don’t take this as a mere rhyme. I am actually driving 
at something indicative of  God’s glorious intention 
for this end time. Rather, position yourself  for this 
move of  God, and you will be part of  it, experiencing 
God’s goodness like never before and making great 
impact to fulfil destiny. It doesn’t matter what news 
of  evil you hear on a daily basis, it doesn’t matter the 
depression and regression that have hit the world, it 
doesn’t matter the calamity befallen people all over, if  
you are in Christ, it’s your time to shine.

6
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The dictionary definition for massive is 
largeness in scale or degree, heaviness, bulky, 
or imposing influence. It speaks of  something 

solid and substantial, something the eyes will always 
marvel about because of  its magnificent nature and 
posture. The word is usually used to describe how 
great, grand and far-reaching the effect of  something 
is —good or bad. 

What an adjective, particularly when it qualifies the 
goodness, kindness and favor of  God available for 
believers these days. What God is quickening by this 
word of  massive is a flood of  encounters, happenings 
and manifestations on behalf  of  His children that will 
show the world how big and powerful He is. Call it 
“Great outpouring of  the Spirit” or “Manifestations 
of  the sons of  God” or “Encounters of  the God-
kind!  If  all these are anything to go by, the earth is in 
for a deluge of  glory. 

And that is what this is all about—the glory. 

INTRODUCTION
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The prophecy depicting a wave of  massive is not in 
any way out of  context. In the Old and the New 
Testament, the words translated glory carry such big 
meaning. Kabod, the Hebrew word translated glory 
in the Old Testament, means weight or heaviness in 
good things such as splendor, honor, wealth, etc. In the 
New Testament, the word glory Doxa means dignity, 
honor, praise or worship that is very apparent. Put 
the two together, and you can clearly see the massive 
manifestation God is talking about. 

God’s glory  is massive in nature. And several portions 
of  scripture show us that the glory will be greatly 
evident in these last days. This generation is in for 
a great move of  God. Heaven is about to unleash 
power on earthly affairs in such a way that God will 
be glorified even in strange places and His object 
of  glory will be His children—you and I. If  you are 
in Christ and can maximize this season, it literarily 
means your family, career, business, marriage and 
every other aspect of  your life will reflect the glory—
splendor, honor, dignity, praise—of  God to people’s 
amazement. There is going to be a supernatural 
upgrade to your life that will continually raise your 
status. 
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Introduction

My hope is that you are receiving this. It is very 
important for you to receive this by faith in order to 
experience the manifestations of  this prophecy. It 
needs to be received and believed. You need to wage 
a good warfare with this prophecy of  “massive” by 
affirming it over and over. You need to declare that 
you will shine in this season. 

This will come without struggle. You have in your 
hands a guide for the season. It will lead you into 
God’s massive manifestations by showing you how to 
position yourself  for your share. This book, inspiring 
to the core, draws lessons from the stories of  Bible 
characters that experienced massive manifestations 
and juices out massive actions necessary to reproduce 
such glory. You are in for an encounter! 

Everything is set for your great increase. Massive 
manifestations of  God’s glory are yours! As the main 
prophecy declares, in all sincerity and plainness, you 
will be massively surprised!
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Massive Identity

for

Massive Dominion

“Don’t allow the traditions of the season to dis-
tract you from the revelation of Jesus’ death and 
resurrection. He died for your sins and was raised 
for your elevation. He was raised to erase your 
weaknesses, effect your kingdom naturalization 
through His life (Zoe) and supernaturally raise 
your level in life. Your days of being crippled in 
life are over. He is risen.”

- Pastor Kay, April 10, 2012, 1:15pm GMT

CHAPTER 1
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The Christian journey on earth is meant to be 
one of  triumph. Why? Jesus has purchased 
for us an eternal victory over Satan our 

enemy. We are no longer under the dominion of  hell. 
Rather, we are meant to dominate the evil forces by the 
authority Jesus has given to us. By the indwelling of  
the Holy Spirit, we are meant to experience “heaven 
on earth” because the Holy Spirit has been given as a 
down payment for our full redemption—spirit, soul 
and body. 

However, life hasn’t been so victorious for a lot of  
Christians. Massive manifestations of  God’s goodness 
that are meant to be their regular experiences have 
become elusive so much that they have lost touch 
with the reality of  God’s grace and favor. Some have 
plunged in their experiences, into the “abyss.” There 
are children of  God literally living a life of  hell on 
earth!

First of  all, the problem is that of  identity. For your 
God-given authority and dominion to be realized 
here on earth, leading to massive experiences and 
manifestations in your favor, you must be rooted in 
your identity as a child of  God. You must stop being 
a Christian by title and become one by revelation. 
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You must know who you are and what you have. The 
reality of  God and His nature in you must dawn on 
you so much that you are in charge of  situations. It is 
such massive identity that brings massive dominion! 

No wonder the devil is always after the identity of  
believers. He is always out to attack it. In the Garden 
of  Eden, where Adam and Eve were having a time of  
their lives dominating and ruling the earth, the devil 
came to tempt them. He did not come only to tempt 
them to eat the forbidden fruit, but also to cheat them 
out of  their identity. He came to make them disobey 
God, telling them they would become what they 
already were.

4Then the serpent said to the woman, “You will not 
surely die. 
5For God knows that in the day you eat of  it your eyes 
will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good 
and evil.”

Genesis 3:4-5 

What a lie! Contrary to the enemy’s twisted logic, 
Adam and Eve were already like God. Remember, 
they were made in the image and likeness of  God in 
the beginning. 
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The enemy only came to cheat them out of  their 
identity and their dominion. Four thousand years later, 
he tried to do the same with Jesus when he walked the 
earth. This time, he failed.

Now when the tempter came to Him, he said, “If  You 
are the Son of  God, command that these stones become 
bread.”

Matthew 4:3

Unlike Adam and Eve, Jesus knew who He was. He 
was established in His identity as the son of  God, so 
He didn’t bulge to do the devil’s bidding. He didn’t 
have to prove He was the son of  God by doing some-
thing. He was already of  God. By not giving in to 
Satan’s deceit, Jesus remained in control throughout 
His earthly walk and produced massive manifesta-
tions in His ministry with earth shaking results. Adam 
and Eve could not manifest such after they failed the 
test of  identity. 

Paul’s Massive Identity 

“That’s Jesus,” someone may say.  He is God. Well, 
the Bible records several men like you and I that 
achieved great results in their lifetime by holding on to 
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their God-given identity. The Apostle Paul was such 
a person. As he (formerly Saul) was on his way to 
Damascus, where he was going to stop the Christians 
from preaching the good news of  Jesus (The Anointed 
One), he had an encounter that changed his life.

In that massive encounter, his whole life completely 
turned around. He began to live for the gospel of  
Christ with the same passion that he once used to 
fight against it. He championed the course of  the  
gospel in the land of  the Gentiles, planting churches 
and writing most of  the New Testament epistles we 
know today. He achieved massively for the kingdom, 
perhaps more than all other apostles.  

9For I am the least of  the apostles, who am not worthy 
to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church 
of  God. 10But by the grace of  God I am what I am, 
and His grace toward me was not in vain; but I labored 
more abundantly than they all, yet not I, but the grace 
of  God which was with me.  

1 Corinthians 15:9-10 

The secret to Paul’s massive results cannot be divorced 
from the reality of  that encounter on his way to 
Damascus. 
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By that supernatural experience, he turned his life 
over to God, getting born again as a result. Lighted 
from within, he went on a personal journey of  self-
discovery in God. 

And he came out with a flood of  revelations about his 
new identity. 

I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who 
live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live 
in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of  God, who loved 
me and gave Himself  for me.

Galatians 2:20 

Christ was the core of  his new identity. And his 
mind was thoroughly renewed to his new personality 
in Christ. He could not be moved by situations and 
circumstances. His massive destiny could not be 
stopped by threats of  men in authority, a raging sea 
storm, whip lashes and prison bonds, a snake bite 
or even attacks of  religious beliefs in the churches 
from the enemy—all in his bid to stop the preaching 
of  the gospel. Rather, he overcame them all.  What 
dominion! 

What happened to Paul on his way to Damascus 
happened to you when you got born again. 
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Yours might not have been accomplished by such 
a spectacular manifestation as Jesus appearing to 
you, but it was as much supernatural. You became 
born again, the old evil nature in you was taken out 
completely and the new nature of  God was put in you. 
You became a new person recreated in Christ Jesus. 
Your gene changed. You now have the supernatural 
DNA of  God. 

Therefore, if  anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; 
old things have passed away; behold, all things have 
become new.

2 Corinthians 5:17 

Identify with the New You

The problem is that a lot of  Christians live like nothing 
happened at salvation. They act as if  there is no God in 
them. And because they have refused to identify with 
their new nature, living consciously by it, they fall flat 
in the face of  common challenges when they ought to 
dominate them. Because they don’t realize who they 
are and what they have in Christ, they are overcome 
by things that they naturally ought to overcome. 
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You are of  God, little children, and have overcome 
them, because He who is in you is greater than he who 
is in the world. 

1 John 4:4

This season, for you not to be limited by challenges or 
tossed to and fro by every wind of  doctrine, you must 
be established in your identity. To live right and have 
right results to show for it and walk in your massive 
manifestations, like Apostle Paul did, you must be 
grounded in the knowledge of  who you are in Christ.

It starts with meditation. Ponder on New Testament 
scriptures that talk about the reality of  the New 
Creation e.g. those scriptures with the phrases “in 
him,” “in whom,” “in Christ” etc. Meditate on them 
until they become your revelation. With this you are 
armed for destiny. 

Here are some examples:

So that as sin reigned in death, even so grace might 
reign through righteousness to eternal life through Jesus 
Christ our Lord. 

Romans 5:21
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There is therefore now no condemnation to those who 
are in Christ Jesus, who do not walk according to the 
flesh, but according to the Spirit. 

Romans 8:1

And raised us up together, and made us sit together in 
the heavenly places in Christ Jesus 

Ephesians: 2:6

I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

Philippians 4:13

He has delivered us from the power of  darkness and 
conveyed us into the kingdom of  the Son of  His love, 

Colossians 1:13 

For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus 
for good works, which God prepared beforehand that 
we should walk in them. 

Ephesians 2:10 

For you know the grace of  our Lord Jesus Christ, that 
though He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor, 
that you through His poverty might become rich. 

2 Corinthians 8:9
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Therefore we were buried with Him through baptism 
into death, that just as Christ was raised from the dead 
by the glory of  the Father, even so we also should walk 
in newness of  life. 

Romans 6:4 

Christ has redeemed us from the curse of  the law, 
having become a curse for us (for it is written, “Cursed 
is everyone who hangs on a tree”), 14that the blessing 
of  Abraham might come upon the Gentiles in Christ 
Jesus, that we might receive the promise of  the Spirit 
through faith. 

Galatians 3:13-14

Blessed be the God and Father of  our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing 
in the heavenly places in Christ.

Ephesians 1:3

Affirm this new nature of  yours. At every opportunity 
and point in time, at every crossroad of  life, let these 
scriptures come out of  your mouth. Declare it without 
any fear or inhibition. This is who you are, so be free 
to declare it. Spare no one your identity. Freely let 
people know who you are. 
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Let everyone that cares to listen know that you are of  
God, for God and in God. Tell them that God is in 
you and for you. If  need be, shout it from the rooftop. 

By declaring your identity this way, you are establishing 
your dominion over situations and authority. You are 
building a consciousness of  the massive God and 
His massive power in you, and you are releasing that 
power. The more you do this, the greater the massive 
manifestations you will see in your life. The more you 
identify with your new life, the more you will walk in 
the newness of  life. The more you declare you are 
God’s workmanship in Christ, the more beauty will 
come out of  your life, the more you affirm God’s 
ability inside, the more that power is expressed. The 
more you declare you are blessed, the more you 
manifest the blessing. Irrespective of  circumstances, 
declare your identity. 

This season you must manifest, massively! I declare 
as you commit yourself  to affirming your kingdom 
status in spite of  challenges, you will see results of  
God’s order in your life. In His name, you will start 
producing by your nature and according to your DNA. 
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You will walk in faith, love and complete dominion. 
God will perform His Word in your life and people 
around you will see His mighty hand working for 
you. They will tremble at your glory —your massive 
dominion by massive identity! 

Massive Actions

• Be established in your new identity by affirming 
freely the New Testament scriptures that talk 
about who and what you are in Christ.

• Hold on to your identity in the face of  challenges 
by elevating who you are far more than what the 
situation is. 

• Learn how to use “it is written” whenever the devil 
comes subtly to attack your identity. 
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Massive Empowerment

for

Massive Increase

“There is a Massive Rest that affects the total 
man. This rest has its origin in the spirit realm. It 
flows out of your spirit by the empowerment of the 
Holy Spirit to impart your soul and body. There is 
no vacation spot in the entire world that can offer 
this quality of rest and peace. I declare an end 
to all the toil, struggle and hustle in your life by 
the flow of God’s Massive Rest. In this season, the 
Lord shall give you a Massive Rest all around.”

- Pastor Kay, January 18, 2012, 2:45pm GMT

CHAPTER 2
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An essential part of  your identity in Christ 
is the reality that you are blessed. Relevant 
scriptures like Galatians 3:13-14, and 

Ephesians 1:3 are evidences that the blessing is 
available in you. What is necessary now is to take 
a closer look at the word “blessing” and see its full 
meaning and intents. The unfolding truth on this all-
important subject of  the blessing is massive, to say 
the least. 

The blessing literally means an empowerment to 
prosper, succeed and excel. To break this further down 
for clearer understanding, it is God’s supernatural 
ability working in a person’s life that makes things to 
work in his favor. A person under the influence of  the 
blessing cannot be grounded in life. If  you take him to 
the most unbearable environment, he will yet succeed. 
In the midst of  challenges and tribulations, this 
tangible empowerment of  the blessing will produce 
massive manifestations that will totally transform the 
situation in magnitude and speed. At the end, as a 
result of  the massive empowerment, there is massive 
increase. 

The blessing of  the Lord makes one rich, And He adds 
no sorrow with it.
Proverbs 10:22
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This is true increase. It goes to show that, for the 
believer, the blessing is everything! The people of  the 
world may be looking to their natural strength, means 
or connection, but you and I must find our source 
in the blessing. By their own scheming, they may 
even go after demonic powers (fake empowerment) 
resulting in their later destruction. As believers, we 
must be intentional about the manifestation of  the 
blessing in us in order to fulfill destiny. This is just the 
wise thing to do! 

So many Christians are not experiencing the fullness 
of  the blessing, even though they have the massive 
empowerment within them. Many believers still have 
the mind-set of  the world, being bothered about 
their their material possessions. They allow what they 
see physically to define their state and level. What 
a compromise! Walking in the blessing has little or 
nothing to do with your present level, position or 
predicament; it has all to do with you co-operating 
with God’s massive empowerment at your disposal to 
cause desired changes. No matter where you are right 
now, high or low, if  you will activate and apply the 
blessing, you will experience increase!
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Isaac, The Blessed Child

Let us examine the story of  Isaac, Abraham’s son. 
Isaac realized he was a child of  the blessing. Not 
only did it take the blessing for him to be brought 
to life, he came to understand that it would take the 
same blessing for him to succeed in it. And he fully 
embraced this empowerment. At a time of  famine, he 
received an empowered instruction that shielded him 
from the limitation of  his time. Blessed Isaac sowed 
in the land in the same year of  famine and there was 
unprecedented increase. 

Then Isaac sowed in that land, and reaped in the same 
year a hundredfold; and the Lord blessed him. 13The 
man began to prosper, and continued prospering until 
he became very prosperous. 

Genesis 26:12-13 

Can you take this in? This man was all by himself, 
but he had the blessing. He sojourned in a foreign 
country with several competitors at an unfavorable 
period of  famine. Yet, he made a fortune out of  his 
endeavors when others could hardly make a living, 
thereby becoming the envy of  all. They envied him 
so much that they began to come against him by 
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blocking the wells he dug. But the more they blocked 
the wells, the more the blessing was working for him 
until they realized they could no longer contend with 
the blessing. How could they? Unknown to them, 
their opposition all the while was working in Isaac’s 
favor. 

14For he had possessions of  flocks and possessions of  
herds and a great number of  servants. So the Philistines 
envied him. 15Now the Philistines had stopped up all 
the wells which his father’s servants had dug in the days 
of  Abraham his father, and they had filled them with 
earth. 16And Abimelech said to Isaac, “Go away from 
us, for you are much mightier than we.” 17Then Isaac 
departed from there and pitched his tent in the Valley 
of  Gerar, and dwelt there. 18And Isaac dug again 
the wells of  water which they had dug in the days of  
Abraham his father, for the Philistines had stopped 
them up after the death of  Abraham. He called them 
by the names which his father had called them. 19Also 
Isaac’s servants dug in the valley, and found a well of  
running water there. 20But the herdsmen of  Gerar 
quarreled with Isaac’s herdsmen, saying, “The water is 
ours.” So he called the name of  the well Esek, because 
they quarreled with him. 21Then they dug another well, 
and they quarreled over that one also. So he called its 
name Sitnah. 
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22And he moved from there and dug another well, 
and they did not quarrel over it. So he called its name 
Rehoboth, because he said, “For now the Lord has 
made room for us, and we shall be fruitful in the land.”

Genesis 26:14-22 

What an increase! From a common settler in the land, 
just like any other person, Isaac became the most 
prominent person in the community with wealth to 
show for it—in one year. It didn’t happen by mere 
natural scheming; it all happened by the blessing. By 
divine wisdom and orchestration of  events, Isaac 
experienced massive manifestations of  rare increase. 

The blessing is not just for Isaac.  In Christ Jesus, you 
and I have also become Abraham’s children and heirs 
according to the promise. Just like the patriarchs, you 
also can put a blessing tag by your name. The same 
way there was blessed Abraham and Isaac, there is 
blessed you. The first and major way you co-operate 
with the blessing so it can manifest your increase is to 
acknowledge you are blessed. 

Let the redeemed of  the Lord say so, whom He has 
redeemed from the hand of  the enemy.

Psalm 107:2
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According to the third chapter of  Paul’s epistle to the 
Galatians, you have been redeemed from the curse 
into the blessing. However, you need to acknowledge 
and declare it to unlock its power. That way, you are 
pressing into the kingdom. That way you are laying 
hold on your increase. That way, you are positioning 
yourself  for your massive manifestations. This season, 
if  you will initiate the process of  transformation 
by the declaration of  your blessing no matter the 
predicament, it will begin to happen!

Instead of  being troubled, be joyous. Instead of  being 
dragged into the mud of  sin, hold on to holiness and 
good works. Instead of  associating with people that 
treat the blessing lightly, associate with people that 
are mindful of  it and are experiencing it. Instead of  
holding back your seeds, make the vital exchange for 
manifesting the blessing by honoring, serving and 
giving. Instead of  trusting in your natural qualification 
or bank account(s), trust firmly in the blessing. 
Instead of  sitting on the fence where the kingdom 
of  God is concerned, go all out for the expansion of  
the kingdom. For further insights on the blessing and 
how it works, you can read my book, The Empowered 
Life.
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Like Isaac, you are blessed. The world may term 
it charm or luck but you know what it is and what 
it represents. It is the blessing! It means the divine 
empowerment to prosper. It means things are 
working massively where you are concerned. It means 
life is not hard for you. You are experiencing increase 
upon increase that will make men envious of  you. 
And if  they ever contend with you (like they did 
with Isaac) by trying to edge you in because of  your 
results, it will only cause you to have greater results. 
Every opposition against you will only set you up for 
more increase. By the blessing, you are irresistible, 
irrepressible and unstoppable! 

These are the days of  the blessing. In this season 
of  massive manifestations, I declare that you will be 
distinguished. Your results will go to a whole new 
level and dimension. Like Isaac, you will increase 
exceedingly, waxing strong and moving forward until 
you are massively abundant. By the blessing, God 
will bring you to your Rehoboth, where you will have 
enough room to be massively fruitful and productive. 
This prophetic season will be for you an era that you 
will reap hundred-fold results by empowerment of  
the blessing. There will be massive increase by massive 
empowerment, in Jesus name! 
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Massive Actions

• Get the Word (Rhema) or instruction for the mas-
sive manifestation of  the blessing in this season. 
No matter how significant or insignificant it is, act 
on it. 

• Carry out the dictates of  the blessing to position 
yourself  in such a way that the blessing works for 
you.

• Factor in the blessing at all times. Talk, think, 
expect and manifest the blessing.
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Massive Hope
for

Massive Destiny

“Vision has its origin in God; it is cooked in 
the spirit and painted on the mind. It is a clear 
mental picture of your purpose that forms a bridge 
between your present phase and your much bigger 
future. You will see massively to experience the 
Massive in this season. The veils are down.”

- Pastor Kay, February 2, 2012, 1:46pm GMT

CHAPTER 3
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This prophecy of  massive manifestations 
should get you lit up from within as you 
ponder on it. Begin to see that the future is 

as bright as ever. There will be fresh vigor and energy 
to forge ahead because you have seen light at the end 
of  the tunnel. No matter what life has dealt to you, 
this message will definitely make one word to be part 
of  your vocabulary. That word is hope. 

Hope, as the Bible refers to it, is an earnest expectation 
or longing. It is to stretch out your neck expecting 
something good that has been promised. This is 
necessary for massive manifestation because it is an 
integral part of  the process of  faith. Faith feeds on the 
blueprint of  hope to bring the desired manifestation 
into the seen realm. It takes such supernatural hope 
to win in life.

However, this is not just mere hope without a basis. 
This is not some daydreaming that borders on plain 
fantasy. To experience massive manifestations, you 
must have supernatural hope based on the Word 
of  God. Remember, this message of  massive 
manifestations is strongly connected to the end-time 
glory of  the saints prophesied in several portions of  
Scripture. 
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It is tightly connected to God’s intents for the destiny 
of  destiny for every believer in this age.

2Now it shall come to pass in the latter days
That the mountain of  the Lord’s house
Shall be established on the top of  the mountains,
And shall be exalted above the hills;
And all nations shall flow to it.
3Many people shall come and say,
“Come, and let us go up to the mountain of  the Lord,
To the house of  the God of  Jacob;
He will teach us His ways,
And we shall walk in His paths.”
For out of  Zion shall go forth the law,
And the word of  the Lord from Jerusalem. 
Isaiah 2:2-3 

“And it shall come to pass afterward
That I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh;
Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,
Your old men shall dream dreams,
Your young men shall see visions.
29And also on My menservants and on My maidservants
I will pour out My Spirit in those days.
30“And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the 
earth: Blood and fire and pillars of  smoke. 
Joel 2: 28-30
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6“For thus says the Lord of  hosts: ‘Once more (it is a 
little while) I will shake heaven and earth, the sea and 
dry land; 7and I will shake all nations, and they shall 
come to the Desire of  All Nations, and I will fill this 
temple with glory,’ says the Lord of  hosts. 8‘The silver 
is Mine, and the gold is Mine,’ says the Lord of  hosts. 
9‘The glory of  this latter temple shall be greater than 
the former,’ says the Lord of  hosts. ‘And in this place 
I will give peace,’ says the Lord of  hosts.” 

Haggai 2:6-9 

According to these massive scriptures, what is at stake 
where destiny is concerned is so high that any man 
who walks in his own God-ordained destiny in this 
end-time will command the attention of  men and 
nations. That is why God has not left the fulfilment 
of  His promises to chance. Every promise of  the 
Bible is ratified and established in the covenant so that 
your hope and longing for their manifestations can 
be substantiated. You don’t have some wishy-washy 
optimism that can’t stand its ground. Rather, you 
have a solid assurance that nothing can withstand. By 
the covenant, you have a massive hope for a massive 
destiny. God has sworn by Jesus’ blood to assure your 
soul that His promises will become a reality.
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From Abram to Abraham 

When God chose to single out Abraham in his 
generation, He started dealing with him by giving him 
specific instructions with promises attached to the 
obedience of  those instructions. At first, Abraham 
had challenges trusting God. At this time his name 
was Abram, meaning exalted father. However, it was 
difficult for Abram to conceive an image of  a son 
because it seemed naturally impossible since he and 
his wife were already quite advanced in age. 

However, God was working at something. He 
continued making those promises to Abram. The 
more the promises came, the larger they got in this 
man’s mind. From just asking for a child, Abram 
began to catch a glimpse of  God’s intents to make 
him have children as numerous as the stars of  the sky 
and the sands of  the shore. These pictures of  hope 
engraved in his mind by God helped him navigate 
away from natural hope (which was as good as 
dead) to supernatural hope and accept his new name 
Abraham, meaning father of  many nations. 
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...who, contrary to hope, in hope believed, so that he 
became the father of  many nations, according to what 
was spoken, “So shall your descendants be.”

Romans 4:18 

The story of  Abraham’s standing on God’s promises 
(despite huge contrary evidences) would not be 
complete without the introduction of  the act of  the 
covenant. God had to substantiate His promises with 
an oath. This oath equipped Abraham with the ability 
to stay firm on his new supernatural hope and leave 
the natural dead hope completely behind. Abraham 
did not to waver or consider his “body now dead.” 

13For when God made a promise to Abraham, 
because He could swear by no one greater, He swore 
by Himself, 14saying, “Surely blessing I will bless you, 
and multiplying I will multiply you.” 15And so, after 
he had patiently endured, he obtained the promise. 
16For men indeed swear by the greater, and an oath for 
confirmation is for them an end of  all dispute. 17Thus 
God, determining to show more abundantly to the heirs 
of  promise the immutability of  His counsel, confirmed 
it by an oath.

Hebrew 6:13-17
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No wonder Abraham was able to develop strong faith. 
The Bible states he “believed in hope against hope.” 
God cut a covenant with him swearing by His name 
that He would fulfill the promises to him. Knowing 
that the covenant entails an agreement between two 
parties that cannot be cancelled except by death, he 
knew that none of  the parties involved in a covenant 
can afford to walk away from it. Based on these, 
He was confident in God. He came to a point of  
uncommon faith. He simply believed the fulfillment 
of  the promises. 

18That by two immutable things, in which it is impossible 
for God to lie, we might have strong consolation, who 
have fled for refuge to lay hold of  the hope set before 
us. 19This hope we have as an anchor of  the soul, both 
sure and steadfast, and which enters the Presence behind 
the veil, 20where the forerunner has entered for us, even 
Jesus, having become High Priest forever according to 
the order of  Melchizedek.

Hebrews 6:18-20 

The covenant is the source of  the believer’s super-
natural hope in God’s promises. Like Abraham, you 
must learn how to factor it in to realize your destiny. 
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The covenant is what ignites massive hope and what 
keeps it aflame. The reality in the covenant that God 
cannot lie makes your destiny not only possible or 
probable, but definite.  

Now faith is the substance of  things hoped for, the 
evidence of  things not seen. 

Hebrews 11:1 

Faith is dealt with in a later chapter as one of  the pre-
requisites of  massive manifestations but hope needs 
to be stressed here. Why? The level of  your hope will 
determine the level of  your faith. Your faith draws 
on your expectations. For you to have massive mani-
festations, you must be convinced of  your massive 
covenant. Faith works with the hope developed from 
the covenant God made with man. This brings about 
massive manifestations.

Have a Vision for Your Life 

This is why vision is so important to destiny fulfillment. 
A God-given vision usually comes with an image or 
picture of  hope of  a great future and destiny. Once 
you catch one, life takes a new turn as you find courage 
to move along with that expectation. 
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When there are challenges along the way, you only 
need to remind yourself  of  the vision and the 
assurance that backs it up. Once that assurance is in 
the covenant, then destiny can always be in view. In 
the covenant, there is massive power to realize massive 
dreams. 

Like Abram, you may not be where you ought to be 
regarding your destiny. It may seem like you have 
missed your opportunity to succeed. However, you 
don’t need to despair if  you are indeed a covenant 
child of  God. All you need is a word from God to 
secure your future. Go into your covenant book (the 
Bible) and capture a revelation of  God’s promise. 
This is how you generate a supernatural hope and 
ultimately win the battle of  faith.

Covenant hope is the antidote to despair and misery. 
God set up the covenant so that men can realize that 
He is committed to His promises. You have no reason 
for not fulfilling your destiny. If  Abraham could 
become the father of  many nations, then your destiny 
is not too far away from being accomplished no 
matter where you are. By two immutable things—the 
promise and the oath—every destiny can be realized. 
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And yours will be realized in this season. As you 
encounter God in the written Word, as He imprints 
a fresh vision in your heart, and as you engage in the 
covenant as your anchor, you will see yourself  rising 
from nowhere to a place of  recognition. No more 
despair in Jesus’ name. No more drawing back. Your 
expectations of  God’s promises backed by oath will 
not be cut short. In this prophetic season, you will 
walk into your massive destiny by massive covenant 
hope. 

Massive Actions

• Maintain an attitude and atmosphere of  reverence, 
worship and consecration in order to catch a vision 
from God that will paint a massive hope for the 
future. 

• Get acquainted with God’s covenant promises for 
the different aspects of  your life.

• Fire up your hope by partaking of  the Lord’s Table 
(Communion Meal) especially when your mind is 
in doubt regarding God’s promises.
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Massive Mind
for

Massive Doors

“An undeveloped capacity will end up frustrating 
your prophecy of massive. Shouting “massive” 
is not enough. You must develop a massive 
mind. God is always willing to release massive 
manifestations, but do you have enough capacity 
to take them? Remember, the flow of oil ceased 
when the widow ran out of vessels (2 Kings 4:6). 
Don’t limit your massive. Be responsible.”

- Pastor Kay, February 12, 2012, 8:54pm GMT

CHAPTER 4
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How God wants us to have experiences of  
glory this season! More than we want or 
desire, He wants massive manifestations 

of  His power to be seen in all spheres of  existence 
in all parts of  the world. He wants us to see this 
big picture with Him, and not be bogged down by 
a present need or problem. You may be facing a 
challenge now but your massive deliverance out of  
that problem will happen if  you can see beyond your 
present predicament. 

Destiny is a journey. No man’s destiny happens 
all at once. All along the journey, there are massive 
manifestations that are meant to take place that will 
propel one forward towards the finish line of  destiny 
fulfillment. The manifestations present themselves as 
opportunities or doors and you must be positioned 
and prepared for them in order to maximize the 
moment. Otherwise, there will be lack of  progress 
and disappointments. Today, a lot of  people are 
experiencing failure because they have missed their 
massive opportunities over and over again. 

But that doesn’t have to be your lot—not again. You 
can position yourself—spirit, soul and body —so that 
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when the doors of  massive manifestations open, you 
are ready to enter into a new level in life. Your mind 
plays a major role in this. Your mind needs to be 
renewed and developed so that it can accommodate 
that new level and not shrink or shrug away at the 
possibility. Your mind must be big enough to take 
huge opportunities. It takes a massive mind to occupy 
massive doors. 

Mind-set for Victory 
If  we will trace the state of  the mind to the beginning, 
we will realize that Adam and Eve were walking in 
massive manifestations constantly because they were 
whole in their mind, spirit and body until they sinned. 
They had a mind-set of  massive manifestations. 
Immediately they sinned, death took over and they 
lost that mind-set; their minds became twisted and 
they started thinking and reasoning evil by default. 

...although the imagination of  man’s heart is evil from 
his youth.

Genesis 8:27b 
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By Jesus’ work of  redemption our spirits are born 
again, but our minds are not—they need to be con-
stantly renewed. Εvery child of  God has a responsi-
bility to train his mind to be in line with God’s Word. 
This must be done on purpose.

15I will meditate on Your precepts, And contemplate 
Your ways. 16I will delight myself  in Your statutes; I 
will not forget Your word. 

Psalm 119:15-16

The entrance of  Your words gives light;

It gives understanding to the simple. 

Psalm 119:130

140Your word is very pure; Therefore Your servant loves 
it. 141I am small and despised, Yet I do not forget Your 
precepts. 

Psalm 119:140-141

It is amazing looking at how King David trained his 
mind for victory, inspite of  the limitation of  the Old 
Covenant (1 Samuel 17:22-54). As a teenager, he was 
so aware of  the covenant that God had with His 
people—Israel. 
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He fought both lion and bear on different occasions 
and prevailed by the covenant. All he saw in Goliath 
was his “uncircumcised status.” His mind was 
renewed to his covenant. While everyone in Israel was 
sore afraid of  Goliath, David considered the giant a 
massive door—an opportunity.

David might have been a young man at this stage 
of  his life, but his mind-set was far greater than that 
of  the whole of  Israel’s army combined. Where 
did that mind-set come from? How did he develop 
such a massive mind to take advantage of  massive 
opportunities? When King Saul questioned his 
boldness and courage to fight Goliath, David let out 
a secret:

But David said to Saul, “Your servant used to keep 
his father’s sheep, and when a lion or a bear came and 
took a lamb out of  the flock, 35I went out after it and 
struck it, and delivered the lamb from its mouth; and 
when it arose against me, I caught it by its beard, and 
struck and killed it. 36Your servant has killed both 
lion and bear; and this uncircumcised Philistine will 
be like one of  them, seeing he has defied the armies of  
the living God.” 37Moreover David said, “The Lord, 
who delivered me from the paw of  the lion and from the 
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paw of  the bear, He will deliver me from the hand of  
this Philistine.”And Saul said to David, “Go, and the 
Lord be with you!”

1 Samuel 17:34-37

David had built capacity for massive doors through 
the experiences he had in God. Knowing he had a 
covenant with God and reflecting on his past victories 
over the lion and the bear supplied enough impetus 
to face Goliath. As far as the shepherd boy was 
concerned, he had been in the same situation before, 
and the same covenant God that delivered him would 
not allow him to be killed by the giant. This mind-set 
was what the whole of  Israel, including King Saul, 
lacked!

There is no short cut about it. If  you want to have 
massive, you must cultivate your mind for massive! You 
must build capacity for massive manifestations through 
godly experiences, alliances and encounters. Your first 
port of  call must be the words of  the covenant you 
have in Christ Jesus. You must reflect massively on 
God’s promises to condition your mind for massive 
manifestations. That way, when the opportunity for 
massive shows up, you will have the courage and 
confidence to go for it. 
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Also, you must associate rightly. You need strong 
relationships in order to become your massive 
prophecy. You need friends that will aid your capacity 
for massive manifestations. You can relate with sinners 
in order to set them free, but never let them lure you 
into the bondage of  sin. It is okay to give them of  
your own spirit, but never allow them give you of  their 
own rotten spirit. For your massive manifestations, 
guard your heart. 

Blessed is the man who walks not in the counsel of  the 
ungodly, nor stands in the path of  sinners, nor sits in 
the seat of  the scornful.

Psalm 1:1 

You cannot romp with hens and fly with eagles at 
the same time. You cannot have a mediocre mind 
and walk in massive manifestations because when a 
massive door shows up, you will find it challenging 
to utilize it. That’s why you need to develop a massive 
mind-set by surrounding yourself  with massive minds. 
You must have people in your circle of  relationships 
that constantly challenge you to pursue greater things 
in God. Those are your true friends. You must have 
mentors and role models living in the massive, so 
that you can envision at a close range what it takes 
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to walk in massive destiny. You must train your 
mind for massive capacity on purpose, and when the 
opportunity comes, you will not shy away. 

It doesn’t matter where you are now, it doesn’t matter 
if  you have been abandoned in the bush like David, 
it doesn’t matter if  it seems you are nobody to be 
reckoned with. Just keep developing yourself. Like 
David killing the bear and the lion, keep taking the 
opportunities that come your way, developing your 
mind as a result. One day a massive door will swing 
open, and you will have enough confidence to enter 
into your destiny. 

I declare that day has come! In this season of  massive 
manifestations, a door for full expression will open 
for you. As you develop the champion’s mind-set 
through your godly encounters and alliances, your 
eyes will be open to opportunities that will launch 
you into reckoning. You will not miss it. Rather, you 
will maximize those opportunities to your greatest 
advantage. What massive doors they will be, and you 
will walk in by your massive mind! 
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Massive Actions 

• Develop your natural gifts and endowments on 
purpose through education and association. An 
undeveloped ability will never be appreciated. 

• Develop your mind for exploits by taking 
opportunities that come your way, so that when 
your massive door opens up, you will go through 
it easily. 

• Relate and walk with people that have the mind-
set for massive so that you can produce after their 
kind. 
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Massive Love

for

Massive Victories

“Get the true picture of Love. Love is a divine 
nature; love is a conscious decision and love is 
an act. Don’t confuse the passion and emotion of 
love with the root nature of love. True love is only 
possible by God. God is love and love is God.”

- Pastor Kay, February 14 2012, 5:29pm GMT

CHAPTER 5
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How do you measure a person’s love for 
another person or thing? It can be measured 
by the extent to which the person sacrifices 

to possess a thing or be with the other person. When 
it comes to God’s love for humanity, you can attempt 
to search the depth of  it, but you will find no end. 

…to know the love of  Christ which passes knowledge; 
that you may be filled with all the fullness of  God.

Ephesians 3:19 

This same love has been communicated to every 
Christian at new birth by the Holy Spirit! This love of  
God is not a fickle emotional feeling. It is a supernatural 
affection, devotion or commitment to live out godly 
character. God’s love has been deposited in us to put 
us above in life. This massive love produces massive 
victories when we put it to work! 

The love of  God can be seen in three dimensions 
where man is concerned: The first dimension is God’s 
love for us. This is the foundation of  the God-kind of  
love. Until we come to a place of  revelation that God 
loves us, manifesting the love of  God will remain a 
struggle. This dimension is unquestionable. 
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The reason for creation, the reason for the Old and 
New Covenant and the reason Jesus came to die for 
us, are all rooted in love. God has proven to you 
and I that He is committed where His love for us is 
concerned. 

Behold what manner of  love the Father has bestowed on 
us, that we should be called children of  God! Therefore 
the world does not know us, because it did not know 
Him.
1 John 3:1

We love Him because He first loved us.
1 John 4:19

The second dimension is our love for God. This is 
based on the fact that God has shared His love nature 
with us. This puts us in a position to respond back to 
Him with love. We have the capacity to love God. We 
can love God because His love has been shed abroad 
in our hearts. Since we are recipients of  His love, it is 
only natural to respond back in loving Him.

Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of  God 
has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit 
who was given to us.

Romans 5:5
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And we know that all things work together for good to 
those who love God, to those who are the called according 
to His purpose.

Romans 8:28

But if  anyone loves God, this one is known by Him.

1 Corinthians 8:3

To realize your massive harvest this season, you will 
need the love factor to be tightly in place. 

Loving God 
It is only appropriate to respond back in love when 
love has been shown to you.  You and I have been 
lavished with God’s love. God demonstrated His love 
towards us even while we were sinners. He recreated 
us by the power of  His love. We were rescued and 
redeemed—old things passed away and all things 
became new—by love. 

But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that 
while we were still sinners, Christ died for us.

Romans 5:8

God didn’t leave our loving Him to chances. At new 
birth, He reproduced His love in us. 
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He gave you and I the capacity to love. If  you are 
born again, you have got the love nature in you. You 
can love as God loves. You can love God as He has 
loved you. 

Loving God then becomes a command. As a matter 
of  fact, Jesus equated all the laws and prophets to 
love. In this season of  massive manifestations, you 
must exhibit and release back the love of  God in you 
to harvest much fruits. 

And you shall love the Lord your God with all your 
heart, with all your soul, with all your mind, and with 
all your strength. This is the first commandment.

Mark 12:30

Love, complete and whole—that is the great 
commandment! And it doesn’t come with terms and 
conditions. It is not a fickle feeling or something that 
bows to convenience all the time. Rather, it is a deadly 
commitment to God, come rain or shine, when it is 
reasonable or not. Loving the Lord is putting your 
attention on God and acting accordingly. Love is not 
something you just say, it is something you do. If  you 
really love God, act like it. God is expecting you to act 
appropriately where your love for Him is concerned. 
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The same way Jesus asked Peter, He’s asking you 
today, “Do you love me?” 

Solomon Loved the Lord

King Solomon in the Bible had the commentary that 
he loved the Lord. And what massive blessings came 
his way! Today we talk about the wisdom and riches 
of  Solomon. On this side of  the divide, the glory of  
Solomon will always be a point of  reference. How can 
one man command such intelligence and wealth? His 
result was not unconnected with his love for God. 

And Solomon loved the Lord, walking in the statutes 
of  his father David, except that he sacrificed and 
burned incense at the high places.

1 Kings 3:3

It was Solomon’s love for God that made him 
sacrifice a thousand burnt offerings to God in one 
day. He did not spare the rams and the efforts to kill 
and burn them in order to please God. He was all 
out to worship God. Pleasing God, which is what 
His kingdom is all about, was all Solomon was after. 
Nothing else mattered! 
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If  you love God, like Solomon, you will be committed 
to His kingdom. You will be sold out where His 
kingdom is concerned. God and His kingdom will 
come first in your life. You will see anything that wants 
to take the place of  God in your life as a destroyer and 
you will run from it—even from afar. A lot of  God’s 
people are too driven by their emotions and feelings. 
They are always thinking about their present pleasures 
and gratifications. I’ve seen cases of  people that got 
married and stopped loving God. I’ve seen people 
that allowed money to make them relinquish their 
love for God. I have seen people that their love for 
God takes a back seat as soon as a so called “blessing” 
came into their life. A “blessing” that will hinder your 
commitment to Him is not a real blessing; it is a fake 
blessing.

Love is not Emotions

What some believers don’t realize is that love is bigger 
than emotions. It is bigger than how you feel. Moods 
and feelings may tend to waver based on happenings, 
but your love for God must be constant. Instead of  
you being on a roller coaster of  emotions, you must 
display love to a point that your feelings are regulated. 
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You must prove your commitment to God by your 
actions of  love that will make you steady on your 
way to your massive manifestations. Producing much 
fruit requires that you put your heart on God only. 
Not being fully committed to loving God makes one 
a misplaced Christian. Graphically, it’s like sitting on 
the fence putting one leg in the kingdom and another 
leg in the world. 

Things were never designed to work that way. One 
foot in the Word and one foot in the world does not 
work. Tasting the devil on one side and tasting God 
on the other side will not profit you. If  you are a 
Christian, let people know you as one. God says, “Put 
both of  your feet in my kingdom, I need your full 
commitment.” 

But Jesus said to him, “No one, having put his hand 
to the plow, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom 
of  God.
Luke 9:62 

Go for Love
Are you deadly committed to God? In this season, 
God is demanding of  you to go all out. People that 
will experience “massive” are people that are totally 
sold out to God. 
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There will always be issues of  life, but put your 
attention on God and act accordingly. Take your mind 
off  the mundane and focus on the kingdom. There’s 
a way you can put all your heart and might on Him 
that you don’t even notice some problems when they 
come knocking on your door. 

And we know that all things work together for good to 
those who love God, to those who are the called according 
to His purpose.

Romans 8:28 

You can be so much in love with God that nothing 
else moves you. Winds of  pressure may blow around 
you, but you are covered by His love. Bad weather or 
circumstances may want to prevail for a while, but you 
somehow weather the storm. Even at the face of  life 
-threatening issues, you are unperturbed. What can 
get you off  this love of  God? Nothing! 

Who shall separate us from the love of  Christ? Shall 
tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or 
nakedness, or peril, or sword?...For I am persuaded 
that neither death nor life, nor angels nor principalities 
nor powers, nor things present nor things to come, nor 
height nor depth, nor any other created thing, shall be 
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able to separate us from the love of  God which is in 
Christ Jesus our Lord.

Romans 8:35, 38-39

Why is this so? The love of  God you possess is mas-
sive, and it can withstand and overcome any contrary 
situation. This is not just looking for what God can 
give or do for you (the truth is that He has done all), 
but what you can do for Him and His kingdom first. 
You don’t hold back on giving because you love Him. 
You don’t stop serving Him because you are being 
driven by love. You are quick to forgive the people 
that offend you because you simply love the One that 
says “forgive.” 

Worship and adoration of  God flows so easily 
because you are in love with Him. The world may 
be crying, but you are singing. The world may be 
disturbed by happenings, but you are thanking God in 
everything— knowing all things are working together 
for your good. There is always an excitement in your 
spirit because of  the fountain of  love in you that can 
never run dry.  This is the way to live in this season. 
Your love for God must be clear-cut. Everybody must 
know that you love Him. 
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Their wonder for your commitment towards God will 
soon translate to a wonder for your testimonies. 

Labor of  Love

For God is not unjust to forget your work and labor of  
love which you have shown toward His name, in that 
you have ministered to the saints, and do minister. 

Hebrews 6:10

There is a massive reward that awaits God’s children 
that are committed to laboring in love. The word 
‘labor’ implies application of  effort when it is not 
convenient. There will be a demand on your love 
walk on a consistent basis. God expects you to do 
what is right in terms of  walking in love whether it 
is convenient or not. It is your covenant duty. Our 
New Covenant in Christ Jesus is a covenant of  love. 
Whatever seed of  love you sow will never go unnoticed 
according to Hebrews 6:10. You will be massively 
rewarded. So make up your mind that you will be a 
responsible child of  God that will always represent 
God’s kingdom adequately by walking in love.
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I declare in this season, as it was with Solomon in the 
earlier years of  his reign as king, you will experience 
immense breakthrough, unparalleled increase and 
untold harvest. You will find the grace and will 
to express the love of  God wholly to your great 
advantage—your manifestations. For you, it will be 
massive love for massive victories. 
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Massive Actions

• Meditate on the love of  God by which He first 
loved you. Let your unwavering commitment to 
Him and His ways be fuelled by this revelation. 

• Confess your loyalty, dedication and commitment 
to God on a regular basis. Make it a reality. 

• With words followed by action, refuse the flesh 
when it rears its head. If  you are ever overwhelmed 
at such a moment, ask God for forgiveness and 
re-establish your commitment to God’s law and 
principle of  love.

• Pass your “love tests.” When God demands 
something of  you, or when you know you ought 
to give up something for God, do not hesitate to 
let go. 
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for

Massive Restoration

“Every restoration hinges on a revelation. Your 
desired flight hinges on a divine light. Stop living 
at the mercy of life. Rather, be at the command 
of the affairs of your life. The enemy is bound 
to massively return whatsoever he has stolen 
from you once you subscribe to revelation. His 
massive light carries your restoration. Let the 
massive return begin. It’s your season of massive 
restoration.”

- Pastor Kay, February 12 2012, 5:01pm GMT

CHAPTER 6
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Your love for God is the foundation for every 
good thing and it evidently leads to other 
factors. One of  them is the fear of  God. 

If  you have a revelation of  God’s love, you will fear 
Him. It is only natural. There’s no way you will love 
God and not fear Him.  

By fear of  God, I do not mean being afraid of  God. I 
mean having respect, reverence and honor for Him. It 
is to treat God with high esteem and value. According 
to the psalmist, this is what births wisdom. 

The fear of  the LORD is the beginning of  knowledge, 
But fools despise wisdom and instruction.

Proverbs 1:7 

Wisdom is the principal thing required for massive 
manifestations! If  you want to experience the blessing 
in an unusual way this season, if  you want to experience 
uncommon glory, if  you want to manifest God, your 
fear of  Him must go to a whole new dimension. The 
people that experienced God unusually in the Bible 
had a deep reverence for God. Join their league.  

There was a man in the land of  Uz, whose name was Job; 
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and that man was blameless and upright, and one who 
feared God and shunned evil. 2And seven sons and 
three daughters were born to him.

Job 1:1-2

Remember Job
What a resume: a man that feared God and shunned 
evil. And Job had such massive wealth to show for it. 
At that time, he was regarded as the greatest man in the 
East. Don’t get me wrong; he was not a faultless man. 
He actually had his shortcomings. He experienced 
life challenges as well—they were so grave that they 
could break any man. Notwithstanding, Job somehow 
weathered the storm with his reverence for God in 
place. 

Job’s problem came when he allowed the devil into 
his life through a different kind of  fear. This fear was 
not reverence; he was frightened by evil. As a result, 
he attracted evil to himself, but he went through it all 
holding God in high esteem. He wallowed in self-pity 
for a season, but he did not allow it to touch his fear 
for God. He had “reasons” to curse God, but he did 
not. 
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His reverence for God could not let him dishonor 
God. At the end, God honoured Job’s unwavering 
regard for Him. Though he had lost everything due to 
the devil’s attack, God restored everything in double 
measure. What a transformation for a man that had 
gone completely bankrupt—physically and materially. 
Job’s reverence for God made Him to restore to him 
in an overwhelming manner. His massive fear got him 
massive restoration!

And the Lord restored Job’s losses when he prayed for 
his friends. Indeed the Lord gave Job twice as much as 
he had before.

Job 42:10

How Many “Jobs” are Around?
A lot of  people in this generation are unlike Job. And 
they are missing out on God’s blessing of  restoration 
because they don’t have the fear of  God. Instead 
of  getting massive breakthroughs, they get massive 
breakdowns. Where God’s standards are concerned, 
they compromise their stand so easily that they end 
up bringing shame and dishonor to His name. It is a 
dangerous thing not to revere God. 
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In the book of  Acts, a couple, Ananias and Saphira, 
were destroyed because they would not fear God. 
They literally lied in the presence of  God and were 
struck dead. If  anyone thinks such occurrences don’t 
happen in our days, the following true story will make 
such a person to think again:

In a meeting, one of  my elders in the faith shared 
an incidence that occured in the church he was lead-
ing. Unknown to the church authority, one of  their 
ushers consistently held back a portion of  the offer-
ing for himself. He had perfected the act such that 
he left no traces for anyone to suspect him. All of  a 
sudden, this man was struck with a strange sickness. 
He tried everything, but he could not be cured. He 
later realized the sickness was connected to his acts 
and decided to confess. The man of  God forgave him 
and with passion, he prayed for him to be healed. But 
at the end, the man died. 

Also, I remember a certain period in my pastor’s 
church in Nigeria. Back then, we were using the facility 
of  a hotel. There were people who came to church, 
purposely to steal other people’s properties. As people 
lifted their hands to pray and worship God, those 
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people with twisted minds would start stealing. One 
day, a holy anger rose in my pastor. He stood on the 
altar and declared that as people were getting healed 
in church, the sicknesses would go into the bodies of  
those that came to church purposely to steal!

We really don’t need people dying for us to learn to 
fear God. We are in a season of  “massive,” and it can 
manifest in a good or bad way, depending on where 
you stand concerning the fear of  God.  But why would 
someone want invoke self-destruction? In your mind, 
let God be much bigger than someone you can play 
games with. Never joke around with Him.

Nowadays, it is not uncommon to see a lead singer or 
instrumentalist of  a church singing in a night club on 
Saturday night before coming to minister in church 
on Sunday morning. These days, it is not so rare to 
see someone talking against his pastor or treating him 
with disrespect. Beware, keep clear from these acts! 
That is why some church people have been grounded. 
That is why some homes don’t have peace. That is 
why things break down in people’s lives and they 
wonder why.  
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Fear God, not Men
Friend, you must honor God and His presence.  
When you come to God in personal fellowship in 
your closet or in church gathering, leave your big 
titles and qualification behind. God is not any man’s 
mate, so you come to His presence with reverence 
and treat Him with respect.  When there is great fear 
of  God, there is usually a miraculous move of  God. 
When there is no reverence, miracles cease. After the 
Ananias and Saphira episode, there was a great fear 
on the church and great miracles were recorded. 

Then Ananias, hearing these words, fell down and 
breathed his last. So great fear came upon all those who 
heard these things.

Acts 5:5

The story was different in Jesus’ home town. Because 
of  their lack of  reverence for the anointing upon 
Jesus, not many miracles happened there. Only very 
few people got healed because there was no fear of  
God.   

Now He did not do many mighty works there because 
of  their unbelief.

Matthew 13:58
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Often in meetings and services I conduct, the Spirit 
of  God will describe a specific issue a person(s) are 
going through in order for them to be ministered 
to. Yet, sometimes, they will not respond to the call 
because they are self-conscious. The bottom line is 
that such people do not have the fear of  God. Such 
a person may show up at the end of  the service and 
give the flimsy excuse that he didn’t come out during 
the service because he didn’t want to be embarrassed. 
However, the anointing to meet that need may have 
already lifted. What does he want the pastor to do?  

When you have the fear of  God you will lose the fear 
of  men. You will not allow people and what they will 
say to drive you to disobey God.  The fear of  God 
will stop you from being self-conscious at the expense 
of  honoring God. It will stop you from all forms of  
lies. When you lie, you are elevating people’s opinion 
of  you and the situation higher than God’s Word. 

In this season, you must fear God like Job did for 
you to experience massive manifestations. You must 
respect, revere and honor Him deeply. You must value 
God as special because He is indeed special.  A depth 
of  reverence for God must be evident in your life, 
home and affairs. You must conduct yourself  always 
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with the fear of  God. 

For the sake of  “massive,” you must straighten up. 
When you are being enticed to move one step towards 
sin, do the opposite: move two steps backward because 
of  the fear of  God. Tell yourself, “I can’t afford to 
mess up my body, which is God’s temple.” When you 
are tempted to lie or exaggerate, let the fear of  God 
hold your tongue. If  your case is called up in church, 
don’t be shy to come out and get ministered to, and 
thereby make the man of  God look like a fool. How 
dare you! God is bigger than all. He must be treated 
with honor and respect. 

You must place Him above your education, job, issues 
and circumstances. Let the value of  God increase in 
your life so much that you can let go of  anything for 
Him. Let His voice and instruction become the only 
thing that moves you. 

This is a call unto reverence, and as you do this, I see 
God invading your home with the miraculous and the 
supernatural. I see testimonies coming your way. It 
is your season of  massive manifestations, and I see 
you laying hold of  tangible results by the reverence of  
God. It’s massive restoration by massive fear! 
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Massive Actions

• Be committed to doing the will of  God regardless 
of  public opinion.

• Put God permanently first on your list of  priorities 
—above your education, career, family, business 
or relationships. Resist anything that wants to take 
His place in your life. 

• Gauge your “reverence level” for God, His Word, 
His manifest presence and His specific instructions. 
No matter what point it is, step it up. 
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Massive Breakthroughs

“There is a divine code from your Maker that 
unlocks your massive destiny. You remain a misfit, 
misplaced and miserable until you are unlocked 
by God. This is the key to your massive relevance, 
massive significance, massive impact and massive 
influence in life. I declare in this season, you are 
getting the download of your massive codes from 
the secret place of the Most High for your massive 
living.” 

- Pastor Kay, January 10 2012, 5:12pm GMT

CHAPTER 7
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If  you are a child of  God, you have been saved 
to live a supernatural lifestyle that produces 
outstanding results and makes you victorious 

in life. The supernatural lifestyle is not as difficult 
as some people may want to paint it to be. It is one 
of  triumph. However, you must locate where your 
victory and triumph in life reside.

Blessed be the God and Father of  our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing 
in the heavenly places in Christ.

Ephesians 1:3

All spiritual blessings are yours. In the real spiritual 
sense, you are not going to have it massively. You 
already do. In dealing with massive manifestations, it 
is not that you have not been endowed or that you 
don’t have the victory. You have been blessed already 
and all you need to do is manifest the blessing! The 
world must see the glory of  the invisible blessings you 
have! 

The task at hand is to translate what is unseen to a 
physical tangible reality. This will require you receiving 
signals from God to lead and guide you into your 
desired results. 
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For your breakthrough to be realized, you need to 
have clear cut directions from the spirit world of  
the blessing. Your supernatural advancement is tied 
to your ability to receive supernatural direction. You 
need to be guided by God for your lifting—massive 
guidance for massive breakthroughs. 

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes 
me to lie down in green pastures; He leads me beside 
the still waters. He restores my soul; He leads me in 
the paths of  righteousness for His name’s sake. Yea, 
though I walk through the valley of  the shadow of  
death, I will fear no evil; for You are with me; Your rod 
and Your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table 
before me in the presence of  my enemies; You anoint my 
head with oil; My cup runs over. Surely goodness and 
mercy shall follow me all the days of  my life; and I will 
dwell in the house of  the Lord forever.

Psalm 23

What a profound Psalm! It portrays a man guided 
by God (as a shepherd guides his sheep) to manifest 
the blessing such that his needs are met. He walks in 
the right path, he is being refreshed, he is kept from 
evil, he is satisfied with good things in the presence 
of  his enemies (including negative situations and 
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circumstances) and he overflows into abundance. 
What a massive manifestation. But it all came by 
knowing that: “The Lord is My Shepherd.” 

David, The Guided King
The writer of  Psalm 23 was David. What he wrote 
about was truly his experience. All through his life, 
he experienced supernatural direction. He rarely went 
to battle without enquiring from the Lord. He rarely 
trusted in the strength of  his army or the outcome of  
the last battle. He knew it took God’s voice to win. 

The same cannot be said of  so many people. Today, 
there are so many lives that lack supernatural direction 
and as such there are no results to show where their 
destinies are concerned. Because they couldn’t hear 
the voice of  God, they are stuck and grounded. They 
are confused not knowing where to go and what to 
do in life. 

Some of  these people are full of  information, yet 
they are not making a headway in their endeavours. 
They are stuck because they don’t have specific divine 
directions that will lead them out of  the rut. They 
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don’t know the voice of  God like David did. They are 
like sheep that don’t know the voice of  their shepherd. 
How then can they be led to their green pastures? 

Hear His Voice
There’s a voice of  direction that leads you to your 
provision and preservation. If  you’re God’s own, 
you need to hear His voice in this season. Your 
breakthrough depends on it. Your massive experience 
is locked in your ability to receive divine directions. 
You need to hear the voice of  your shepherd to know 
what to do, where to go and how to walk. 

Your ears shall hear a word behind you, saying, “This 
is the way, walk in it,” whenever you turn to the right 
hand or whenever you turn to the left.

Isaiah 30:21

The hearing here is not natural. It is spiritual hearing. 
When it comes to divine direction, God usually does 
not communicate directly to our physical senses. 

He communicates to our spiritual senses. In every 
one that is born again, there is an inner man —the 
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spirit—with an inner ear. It is through the spirit that 
God communicate to us. If  you want to maximise this 
season, if  you desire massive experiences, you must 
cultivate the habit of  hearing from God with your 
spirit. 

The spirit of  a man is the lamp of  the Lord, 
Searching all the inner depths of  his heart.

Proverbs 20:27

Hearing Problems Solved 
The problem is that so many people have not paid 
enough attention to their spirit the way they ought 
to. They have over relied on their mind rather than 
focusing on their spirit. The difference between the 
equipment of  the mind and the spirit is that the 
mind is fed by the physical senses based on natural 
happenings, while the spirit is fed by spiritual senses 
based on supernatural truth. And you have been 
supernaturally equipped to hear and be led. 

For as many as are led by the Spirit of  God, these are 
sons of  God.

Romans 8:14
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This is it! Here is the reality you must walk in: If  you 
are a child of  God, you are supposed to be led by 
the Spirit of  God. You actually have the ability and 
capacity to hear God in your spirit man. You are not 
meant to live a confused, dejected and miserable life. 
A thousand times no! You are supposed to be directed 
to your riches and honor by God, your Shepherd. It’s 
massive guide for massive breakthrough! 

Pay the Price

Yes, there is a price to pay. You must position yourself  
to hear God’s voice by paying attention to your spirit. 
Feed your spirit with the Word of  God because 
whatever specific instruction you will hear from God 
will be a derivative of  the Word. Spend time regularly 
with God in worship and prayer seeking His will. Do 
these with fasting on a regular basis. This way, you 
will be able to keep your flesh under and your spirit’s 
“antennae” will be up to pick up God’s signals.  

The deal is done. God desires to communicate with 
our spirit and has equipped us for it. If  you lack 
divine direction as a child of  God, it is not your lack 
of  ability to hear God and distinguish His voice; it 
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is your unwillingness to pay the price to hear. It is 
because you have elevated your flesh over your spirit. 

This season, you must hear! Do whatever is necessary. 
Lock yourself  up in a room to fellowship and spend 
time with God in prayer and His Word. Avail yourself  
of  the corporate anointing in church services. 
Sincerely seek and ask God for what to do, how to 
do, where to go and whom to deal with and listen for 
His voice. Let your spiritual ears be wide open. 

Elevate Your Spirit, not Your Mind
Your natural senses can do you little or no help where 
hearing God is concerned. Thank God for your mind, 
but the mind is limited regarding divine instruction. 
Instead of  being overly conscious of  your physical 
senses, you need to be responsive to your spirit. That 
is where the light of  God’s direction is shed. That’s 
where the voice of  God is heard. And anyone that 
doesn’t hear God is lost, or will soon be! 

I declare in Jesus’ name that you are going to be 
spiritually attuned to receive signals from heaven.  
Your spiritual ears are opened and you are sensitive in 
your spirit to know what God wants you to do.  
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The days of  confusion are over. You will know what 
to do and what step to take in every area of  life in this 
massive season. And you will break through massively. 

I see you at the other side. I see you crossing over 
every barrier to your dreams. I see your massive 
advancement coming cheaply by supernatural leading. 
I see the Lord your Shepherd leading you to your 
overflow and abundance in a way that will daze people 
around you. Massive breakthrough by this massive 
guide in Jesus name! 
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Massive Actions

• Have and carry out a simple plan to elevate your 
spirit on a regular basis through meditation, prayer 
and worship. You must position yourself  to hear 
God. 

• Cultivate the habit of  “looking within” and 
checking for a word or instruction that God may 
prompt. God speaks to us primarily through our 
spirit.  

• Cut out sources of  unbelief  and unedifying 
thoughts and words in order not to “pollute” your 
spirit. Inspiration is a function of  information 
stored. 
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for

Massive Miracles

“Obeying God is not the risk. The risk is not 
following your divine instructions. Step out in 
faith and be the massive you were born to be. It’s 
blood guaranteed. Faith does not wait; rather, it 
takes. No more fear!” 

- Pastor Kay, February 15 2012, 6:23pm GMT

CHAPTER 8
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In this season, I see you receiving divine 
instructions that will lead to your breakthrough. 
However, it is one thing to get a direction from 

God and another thing to follow such a massive guide.  
The instruction or direction does not automatically 
translate to manifestation; it is your obedience to it 
that brings result.  

This obedience or appropriate action is what faith is 
all about.  In a simple definition, faith is acting on the 
Word that has been revealed.  For you to experience 
unusual breakthroughs that will daze the minds of  
men at this time, you need to engage your faith in a 
very active way. Your massive expressions will require 
your massive faith.

Don’t Just Hear, Do!
Many people are so analytical in their mind that they 
allow their “massive” to pass them by. They are either 
so taken by the import of  the divine direction that 
they receive or they are just nonchalant about it. 
Whatever the case, they don’t act on the instruction 
they hear from God. They hear, but they don’t do and 
as a result, they are not blessed. 
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But He said, “More than that, blessed are those who 
hear the word of  God and keep it!

Luke 11:28

Mary, The Distinguished Virgin 

Mary, the mother of  Jesus, stood out in her generation 
because of  her attitude to God’s Word. She was quick 
to act on the words hanging over her. When the angel 
came to give her the promise of  the virgin birth, 
she received it with joy. And she acted accordingly, 
trusting that God will keep His end of  the bargain. 
Blessed Mary manifested an unprecedented miracle 
because of  her actions of  faith to a divine revelation. 

Then Mary said, “Behold the maidservant of  the Lord! 
Let it be to me according to your word.” And the angel 
departed from her.

Luke 1:38

Later in the course of  Mary’s life, she showed people 
around her this miracle pathway. At a wedding in Cana 
of  Galilee, when the people needed a breakthrough 
for the supply of  wine, she gave them the key to that 
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miracle. I consider it to be the most important key to 
massive miracles.

His mother said to the servants, “Whatever He says to 
you, do it.

John 2:5

Faith Says, “Do it”
That is the spirit! Once God speaks and you hear Him, 
get up and act. Don’t delay! Delayed obedience is 
equivalent to disobedience. Hearing God’s instruction 
is the starting point, but the ultimate is doing it. The 
spirit of  faith is quick to act on divine direction. Faith 
is action! 

And since we have the same spirit of  faith, according to 
what is written, “I believed and therefore I spoke,” we 
also believe and therefore speak.

2 Corinthians 4:13 

It starts with speaking—declaring the particular 
promise over oneself—then acting, arranging one’s 
whole being to accommodate that promise and carry 
out the instruction in order to lay hold on the massive 
manifestation of  the miracle. 
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There is no procrastination here. Only actions 
corresponding to faith in the declarations of  God! 

Procrastination is a terrible attitude. It has destroyed 
so many people. Many lives are filled with regrets today 
because of  the attitude of  “I will do it tomorrow.” 
They have missed their massive opportunities to 
receive massive miracles. They were too sluggish to be 
the first to “jump into the pool for their healing when 
the angel came to stir the water.” And their condition 
remained. 

This will not be your story this season. I declare in His 
name that your massive miracles will not be aborted! 
Not only will you hear the voice of  God, you will find 
the strength to carry out His Word. As you act quickly 
to divine instruction, your miracle will soon be placed 
in your hand. The spirit of  faith will release you into 
massive manifestations in this season, and it will thrill 
everyone around you. 

Get ready for the results of  your obedience. You 
shall see it and rejoice. It shall manifest for all to see.  
Massive miracles by massive faith, delivered into your 
hands by God! 
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Massive Actions

• Take the first step in realizing the massive promises 
revealed in your heart. With your mouth, declare 
your faith.  

• Be bold to take the next step of  action. If  you 
don’t know it, inquire for it from God or seek 
counsel from mentors. 

• When you see yourself  not acting in line with your 
massive manifestations, go to the Word for fresh 
revelations or revisit your vision. 

• Keep acting when you face obstacles on your way 
to your manifestations. Turn on praise for spiritual 
energy and massive work of  angels. 
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Massive Connection

for

Massive Flight

“There is a fight to win, a race to finish and the 
faith to keep. However, the race is not for the swift 
or the battle for the strong. It’s not by power nor 
by might, for by strength shall no man prevail. 
You will prevail in this massive season through 
His massive help that is supplied by His massive 
grace. I see you winning, finishing and soaring by 
God’s massive hand. Massively...we win!”

- Pastor Kay, January 16 2012, 5:25pm GMT

CHAPTER 9
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No man can really achieve massively alone. 
Every man’s destiny has been designed to 
connect with certain graces and anointing 

in human vessel. Many times, such vessels are even the 
conveyor of  the divine direction needed for massive 
manifestation, and even the power to bring it to pass. 

Such men and women of  God are called prophets. 
The term “prophet” (in this regard) actually covers 
the five-fold ministry. I call them “agents of  change”. 
God has certainly assigned some to your destiny. 
And it is your duty to locate and relate with them 
accordingly. Never joke with them. You must create a 
prophetic connection that will lead to your elevation. 
It is massive connection for massive flight!

By a prophet the Lord brought Israel out of  Egypt, 
And by a prophet he was preserved.

Hosea 12:13

The Connected Widow

When God wanted to change the life of  the widow of  
Zarephath, He sent the prophet Elijah to her. Through 
that prophetic connection, her provision was secured. 
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Massive Connection for Massive Flight

The prophet met her with her last meal, which she and 
her child wanted to eat and then die. By the time the 
prophet “delivered her goods,” she had abundance.

The bin of  flour was not used up, nor did the jar of  oil 
run dry, according to the word of  the Lord which He 
spoke by Elijah.

1 Kings 17:16

Just imagine! This widow’s miracle was locked in the 
prophet. What if  she refused the prophet? What if  
she neglected the prophetic utterances that came 
from her man of  God? What if  she called the prophet 
a fool? She would have died of  massive hunger! 

Woes for the Unconnected 
There are men and women today that are grounded 
because they will not receive the word of  the prophet 
sent to them. I have seen gifted and talented people 
struggle because they couldn’t locate their man of  God 
and relate accordingly. And their life is not reflecting 
anything good. Yet, they have devised theories to 
justify their actions and penury. What pride! 
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“Prophets are for Old Testament saints,” someone 
would argue. “We are in the New Testament, we all 
hear from God.” So why did He give us ministry gifts? 
These gifts, recorded in the New Testament book, 
are given to New Testament believers. The prophetic 
ministry is never lost. Though every New Testament 
could relate with God directly, prophets are still as 
relevant today as they are in the Old Testament.  

And He Himself  gave some to be apostles, some 
prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and 
teachers.

Ephesians 4:11

By prophets, I do not refer to some fake men and 
women that go about begging for money in the name 
of  God. I do not imply some prayer contractors. A 
prophet that needs your money to survive is fake. 
Real prophets don’t demand because they don’t need 
your money. It is you that need them. It is you that 
connect to them for your prosperity and preservation. 
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Prophetic Blessings 
I have certain prophets over my life, and that is a 
major reason why I have experienced elevation in life 
and ministry. Before I allowed these prophets to take 
their place in my life, I struggled in ministry. But when 
I realized the great value of  these men of  God as 
“agents of  change”, I was smart enough to embrace 
them. Now my story has changed. As these men of  
God speak into my life and I receive their prophetic 
declarations, as they serve as covering for my destiny, 
I am being elevated. I am soaring like an eagle! And 
the same way, I am the prophet of  so many people 
under my ministry and beyond, and these people are 
moving forward in life. 

Friend, you need your covering. For you to take flight 
massively, you need your prophet. This is not just any 
pastor or bishop; this is the one that God will lead 
you to.  You don’t just connect to just anyone, you 
connect to your God-sent. You don’t just go to any 
church; you go to the one that God commands you 
to attend. 

Church for you must never be a social gathering where 
you just hang out with friends. 
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It must not necessarily be the place of  worship closest 
to your house. It should not be a “family church” 
where the only reason you go there is because you 
were born into that denomination and everyone in 
your family attend. It must be more than that. There 
is a place called there where your destiny is concerned. 
If  you are not there yet, then you are not there. 

Someone wanted to impress me one day by telling me 
the reason why he couldn’t make church: “I want to 
come to church, but it’s far so I stopped at a nearby 
church to worship.” I said to him, “When was the last 
time you were thirsty and you just took anything that 
looks like water. Rather, you go find yourself  good 
clean water. If  you won’t do that to your body, why 
should you do that to your spirit?” I concluded. 

This is massive. We are dealing with destiny here.  Any 
man without his prophetic connection is stranded.  
There will be so many missing pieces in his life that 
what remains will never add up to destiny. But when 
such a man finds his man of  God, when the prophet’s 
voice is sounded over his life in instruction and 
declaration, his destiny is secured. 
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Massive Connection for Massive Flight

I declare in the name of  Jesus that you will locate 
your prophet the way the widow of  Zarephath did 
Elijah. You will drink from his word of  direction and 
impartation so much your life will reflect “massive.” 
You will “suck” life from your prophet until you 
are fully satisfied. Then your destiny begins and 
continues until its fulfilment. Massive flight by massive 
connection through your covering! 

Massive Actions

• Settle the church question. Locate yourself  in the 
church that God will have you be for the season. 

• Locate your prophets—your pastor and maybe a 
couple of  other ministers God will bring into your 
life—and draw from them. 

• Receive the word of  your prophets when they 
speak into your life through preaching, prayer or 
other impartations. They are anointed for you. 
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Massive Seed

for

Massive Harvest

“Massive result demands a massive input. Don’t 
settle for an ordinary life. You are more than 
this. It’s time to go an extra mile, do what it takes 
to excel, make an extra effort or take an extra 
step. The difference between people that stand 
out in life and the rest of the world is the extra 
they added. ‘Massive’ is calling. There is a spot 
in the extraordinary category reserved for you. 
Supply the extra and put an end to mediocrity. 
Go massive!” 

- Pastor Kay, February 21 2012, 6:54pm GMT

CHAPTER 10
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God is never a magician. On earth here, 
heaven operates by the law of  seed and 
harvest. If  there is going to be a massive 

manifestation, it is going to be harvest of  a seed. For 
you to have a net breaking yield this season, you must 
plant some earth shaking seed. It is massive seed for 
massive harvest! 

It Takes Sacrifice! 

From the days of  the patriarchs, there’s usually an altar 
of  sacrifice that brings the “massive.” And everyone 
that listened to God’s voice in the course of  biblical 
history regarding sacrificial giving had a bountiful 
harvest at the end. 

Abraham was one of  such. God asked him to give 
his only child Isaac, whom he loved so much. The 
seed here was not something that Abraham could 
just give without batting an eyelid. God did not ask 
for something cheap. He asked for Abraham’s most 
precious possession. And Abraham gave him. 

What was the result? God came down to declare a 
harvest upon Abraham that is still being reaped till 
today.  
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Massive Seed for Massive Harvest

Every one that is born again is a descendant of  
Abraham. Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice Isaac 
provided the platform that mandated God to sacrifice 
Jesus Christ. Through the sacrifice of  Abraham, God’s 
plan for redemption was born. 

Sow The Seed

There is a seed attached to your massive manifestation. 
Until you sow it, you may not break loose into new 
grounds. So many people’s destinies are still covered 
up because they don’t know the place of  sacrificial 
giving that will explode their destiny. They are doing 
everything they have been taught, but still wondering 
why things are not booming. Only one more thing 
may be required, according to the words of  Jesus to a 
certain rich man. 

 Then Jesus, looking at him, loved him, and said to 
him, “One thing you lack: Go your way, sell whatever 
you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure 
in heaven; and come, take up the cross, and follow Me.

Mark 10:21 
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Someone may say, “If  I give so much what will become 
of  me? How will I survive?” Well, those may not be 
the right questions to ask. The right one should be: 
“How much do I desire to manifest massively?” Your 
primary concern shouldn’t be about your past or 
present. Rather, it should be about your future. And 
your future is in your seed. Days, months and years to 
come will only reflect the seeds you are sowing today. 

Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a 
man sows, that he will also reap.

Galatians 6:7

Give Whatever He Demands
Like Abraham, God will require you to plant an 
appropriate seed for your harvest. And if  what you 
have in mind is massive as this season depicts, then 
your seed must be massive as well. There are realms of  
impact, prosperity and abundance that you will never 
know if  you don’t know how to plant a costly seed at 
God’s command. Your massive harvest is attached to 
your sacrificial seed. 
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Massive Seed for Massive Harvest

What is the Lord demanding from you? What is He 
asking you to bring to the altar? Don’t be like that rich 
man that couldn’t give everything; be like Abraham 
that gave his all. Nothing is too big to give to God. 
He is not trying to take from you; He is only willing 
to give you more. He doesn’t want to reduce you; He 
wants to add to you. He doesn’t want you broke and 
busted; He wants you rich and great, massively. He 
wants the harvest of  your massive manifestation to 
come in time. 

And it shall be so. As you obey God by going the 
extra mile to sow a seed that will stretch you this 
season, you will break into new realm of  favor and 
finances. Your massive future will be guaranteed by 
your sacrificial seed. It is your time and season, break 
forth on the right and the left, in front and at the back 
till you expand to fill your whole sphere. I declare 
you will walk in this strange harvest by your unusual 
seed. In Jesus’ name, I welcome you to this whole new 
terrain—an open field of  massive harvest by massive 
seed! 
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Massive Actions

• Seek, inquire and plan to sow, according to 
God’s leading, a sacrificial seed for your massive 
manifestations. Your harvest is a result of  your 
seed. 

• Keep declaring the promises of  God upon your 
sacrificial seed. Receive your harvest in faith.

• Locate anointed and good grounds that have the 
capacity to produce the kind of  fruits you desire. 
Then plant an appropriate seed and expect your 
massive harvest.
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Massive Service

for

Massive Placement

“Faithfulness is your qualification for massive 
promotion. God does not promote based on time 
spent; rather, He promotes based on your faith-
fulness to His purpose for your life. Reuben failed 
in spite of the excellence of dignity and power 
because he failed the faithfulness test. ‘Massive’ 
answers only to faithfulness. A faithful man over-
flows in blessing. Your seed of faithfulness will 
overflow to massive harvest.” 

- Pastor Kay, February 23, 2012 7:55pm GMT

CHAPTER 11
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You definitely want to be part of  this move 
of  God at this time.  God wants to use 
His glory upon you to teach the world His 

principles. Through your massive results, God wants 
to tell throngs of  men and women, who are seeking 
elevation by walking the path of  greed and evil, that 
He is the only one that promotes. Where promotion 
is concerned, God is in charge. 

For exaltation comes neither from the east, nor from the 
west nor from the south. But God is the Judge: He puts 
down one, and exalts another. 
Psalm 75:6-7

Get to Work
That is why you must “buckle up” in this season. When 
God looks down from heaven to see you, He must 
see you at work, with your acts and motive for the 
kingdom. Why? Being a member of  God’s kingdom, 
a position has been secured for you, somewhere at 
the top. And you must begin to serve the kingdom to 
realize this position. In this season, you must commit 
to labouring for God and in His house. 
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Massive Service for Massive Placement

Definitely more than ever, it is massive service for 
massive kingdom! 

I cannot over-emphasize this. In our church, every 
member has the orientation of  laboring for God. 
We make people realize that it is not just about you 
being ministered to, it is also important to minister to 
others. Why? Because “we need you at the top.”  I, as 
a pastor, don’t enjoy seeing people coming to church 
consistently without being committed to serving in 
a church unit. If  they are new comers, it is okay for 
a while, after which I expect them to serve. This is 
because I know the implications. All things being 
equal, bench warming in church translates to bench 
warming in destiny! 

Joseph’s Servant Heart
Several men and women that God used rose to great 
heights through service, to God’s work directly or 
to the course of  other men that God put over them 
for a season. Joseph rose to the very top serving in 
different places and capacity. He served with gifts of  
administration and dream interpretation. He served 
his masters, at one time Portiphar, and later Pharaoh. 
He was faithful to them all through. 
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Even in his stay in the prison, which was perhaps the 
lowest period of  his life, there were indications that 
he was serving. 

It was a service he rendered (interpreting a dream 
for a political prisoner) that eventually led him to 
the palace. God promoted him in a most astounding 
manner that his brothers that sold him into slavery in 
the first place couldn’t believe their eyes. 

Then Joseph said to his brothers, “I am Joseph; does 
my father still live?” But his brothers could not answer 
him, for they were dismayed in his presence. 

Genesis 45:3

Climb the “Ladder”
Service is the ladder to the top. A lot of  people 
because they don’t have this ladder are stuck at the 
bottom. They are making all efforts to rise, but they 
can’t possibly jump to the peak. People that came 
behind them left them in this rotten position because 
these new folks could find the ladder of  destiny. 
They cannot lay hold to the promises of  Scripture 
that assure promotion and blessing on the premise of  
service. 
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A faithful man will abound with blessings, But he who 
hastens to be rich will not go unpunished.

Proverbs 28:20

At a time Jesus’ disciples, James and John, the two sons 
of  Zebedee came to their master asking if  He could 
put them beside him, one on the right and the other 
on the left, in His kingdom. Jesus, loving them, told 
them the truth where the realm of  God is concerned. 
He gave the kingdom’s inverse proportion between 
service and greatness. 

Yet it shall not be so among you; but whoever desires to 
become great among you shall be your servant. 

Mark 10:43

Serve the Kingdom
In the kingdom, you don’t wait to be served, you serve. 
Get busy right away. Lay your hands on something 
you can do for God to advance His kingdom. You 
may have to join a ministry unit in your church, or play 
an active role in a fellowship group. You may need 
to be deeply involved in soul winning, or in special 
ministries and financing of  the gospel. 
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Whatever your hands find or God is leading you to 
do, get on it massively! Your blessings depend on it. 

So you shall serve the Lord your God, and He will 
bless your bread and your water. And I will take 
sickness away from the midst of  you. 

Exodus 23:25

Everyone has a special gift or ability, something 
that God has put in you for your destiny. Here is 
an opportunity to launch! No matter how raw or 
unrefined the gift is right now, begin to use it to 
minister and bless others. Use it in your church and 
beyond. Use it massively for God’s glory. 

Serve people that God has placed over you. Serve 
your parents and bosses with all your heart. Do more 
than is expected of  you. If  you have a rare privilege 
of  serving your pastor or man of  God, serve him with 
everything you have. Look for opportunities to serve 
your way to greatness. Service is the destiny ladder 
to your massive placement. If  there seems to be no 
ladder of  service in sight, create your own ladder and 
keep climbing. Don’t be idle! 
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Massive Service for Massive Placement

I declare as you serve in this season, your hand will be 
strengthened; your head will be lifted. Opportunities 
for your promotion will present themselves to you, 
and you will find the ability to take them. The grace 
of  God will come upon your gifts and talents that the 
world will begin to seek you. Like Joseph, you will 
be promoted beyond your wildest imagination. Even 
people that opposed you at first will celebrate with 
you. They will acknowledge your massive placement 
by massive service! 

Massive Actions

• Get on the ladder of  service and keep climbing. 
Be actively involved in a unit, department or 
fellowship in your church.

• Serve people with your special gifts or abilities. The 
grace of  God will come upon them for massive 
expression. 

• Keep creating value for the people you serve: 
parents, bosses, customers, pastors, congregation, 
etc. Your massive promotion is on the way.
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Massive Praise

for

Massive Testimonies

“To every wandering Moses and hiding Gideon, 
your hour of liberation has come. I see a massive 
explosion of revelation in your life regarding your 
natural and supernatural abilities. The deliverer 
and the mighty man of valor in you are being 
massively released right now. I declare that your 
gifts and divine abilities are massively injected 
with life by the same massive power that brought 
Jesus back to life. Rise up and be all you were 
destined to be in 2012. Your world will celebrate 
your massive expressions.”

- Pastor Kay, January 13 2012, 5:59pm GMT

CHAPTER 12
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“Massive manifestations” is indeed an 
end time prophecy. It is the glory 
of  God revealed and the hour has 

come for an unusual release of  that glory. The world 
is going to see God at work in His own people causing 
untold increase and multiplication. They will have no 
choice, but to join in the praise of  the Most High 
God. 

Praise, Then “Massive”
But praise for the beloved will not be a consequence 
of  the glory; rather, it is going to be the cause of  
it. For anyone willing and ready to manifest the 
“massive” this season, praise—heartfelt, steady and 
continuous—will have to precede the glory. There is 
no contradiction to this; it has to be massive praise for 
massive testimonies! 

Paul and Silas knew this. At the heights of  challenge 
in the midnight hour, when there seemed to be no ray 
of  hope, they did the unusual and got the impossible. 
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Massive Praise for Massive Testimonies

But at midnight Paul and Silas were praying and 
singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening 
to them. Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so 
that the foundations of  the prison were shaken; and 
immediately all the doors were opened and everyone’s 
chains were loosed.

Acts 16:25-26

Imagine! These were men that should be crying and 
wailing having been beaten and thrown in prison. 
These were men that should be grumbling and 
complaining against God that He didn’t protect them. 
But somehow, Paul and Silas knew better. They knew 
their God is bigger than their situation and they 
praised Him. 

This is what a lot of  God’s people don’t do. They flow 
with the current of  happenings and only offer praises 
to God when things are going okay for them. They 
don’t understand the scheme of  the devil. When you 
are at the verge of  breakthrough, the devil most likely 
will array situations around you that make things look 
like it is not working. He will want to play a “midnight” 
scenario where everything is dark. All so that you can 
give up! 
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Use the Power of  Praise
But you better not! There is a weapon at your disposal 
the devil cannot understand its working and potency. 
It throws enemy’s smokescreen of  problems back at 
his face. Hell will always stand confused, perplexed 
and confounded at a genuine praise to God coming 
from the heart of  His children. Then the angels will 
go into operation for a massive yield. 

Let the peoples praise You, O God; Let all the peoples 
praise You. Then the earth shall yield her increase; 
God, our own God, shall bless us. God shall bless us, 
and all the ends of  the earth shall fear Him.

Psalm 67:5-7

Praise remains the catalyst for massive increase. It is 
like the fertilizer you put in the soil that makes seeds 
to spring up. The prophecy over the body of  Christ 
as touching this end time of  the manifestations of  
the sons of  God will be quickened and expedited by 
quality and generous praise. By the avenue of  ceaseless 
acknowledgment of  God’s goodness, the glory will fill 
the earth as the waters cover the sea. 
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Praise Him! 

You must be ready to praise God now!  In this season, 
you may have to turn your “prayer points” to “praise 
points.” Turn your night vigil of  unending petition 
and requests to a night of  wonders through praise. 
Instead of  “prayer warfare”, have a praise party. 
Praise God like you have lost your mind. Praise Him 
like nothing else matters. 

I stand as God’s agent of  change and as a minister of  
the Most High. I declare, as you praise this season, 
I command your “massive” to manifest.  As you act 
like Paul and Silas, the chains of  hell will be shattered. 
All doors will be swung open, and you come out free 
and delivered, ready to walk in your increase. I see 
God granting you supernatural speed beyond human 
imagination. It will be marvellous to behold. Wow, 
what massive testimonies, brought about by massive 
praise! 
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Massive Actions

• Don’t wait for your massive testimony to praise 
God. Create the testimony by praise. 

• When the odds are against you, do all you know 
how to do in the Word through praise. Start and 
end the whole process of  faith with praise. 

• Make praise a lifestyle. Cultivate the habit of  
thanking God in every situation.
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The Plan of  Salvation

Ever since the fall of  man, sin and death became the 
nature of  every man. Hence, the need arose for man to 
be regenerated from the inside in order to reconnect 
with God.

Jesus offered His life to pay the price of  sin for man. 
He sacrificed His life to bring mankind back to His 
lost glory. Jesus has done His part by offering Himself  
as the sacrifice for your sin through His crucifixion.

Now you need to do your part by acknowledging what 
He did for you in His death and resurrection. Simply 
put, you need to be born again.

I encourage you to pray the following prayer in order 
to receive your salvation ...Heavenly Father; I come to You 
in the Name of  Jesus. Your Word says, “Whosoever shall call 
on the name of  the Lord shall be saved” (Acts 2:21). I pray 
and ask Jesus to come into my heart and be Lord over my life 
according to Romans 10:9-10. “If  thou shalt confess with thy 
mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God 
hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.” I do that 
now. I confess that Jesus is Lord, and I believe in my heart that 
God raised Him from the dead.
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